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Study of the K± → π±π0e+e− decay by the NA48/2

experiment at CERN

B Bloch-Devaux1,2

1 Dipartimento di Fisica Sperimentale del Università di Torino, Torino, Italy

E-mail: brigitte.bloch@cern.ch

Abstract. The first observation of about 5000 candidates, with a 5% background
contamination, of the rare decay K± → π±π0e+e−is reported by the NA48/2 experiment at
CERN. From the analysis of 1.7 × 1011 kaon decays collected in 2003–2004, the preliminary
branching ratio in the full kinematic region is measured to be B(K± → π±π0e+e−) =
(4.22 ± 0.15) × 10−6. The observed value is in perfect agreement with theoretical predictions
based on Chiral Perturbation Theory.

1. Introduction
Kaon decays have played a major role in establishing the quark mixing flavour structure of the
Standard Model. Radiative kaon decays are dominated by long-distance effects but can still
bring information on short-distance physics processes when considered in a detailed Dalitz plot
analysis. This is the case of the K± → π±π0e+e−decay, never observed so far, which proceeds
through virtual photon exchange followed by internal conversion into an electron-positron pair,
i.e. K± → π±π0γ∗→ π±π0e+e−.

The virtual γ∗ can be produced by two different mechanisms: Inner Bremsstrahlung (IB),
where the γ∗ is emitted by one of the charged mesons in the initial or final state and Direct
Emission (DE) where the γ∗ is radiated off at the weak vertex of the intermediate state.
Consequently, the differential decay rate consists of three terms: the dominant long-distance
IB contribution (pure electric part E), the DE component (electric E and magnetic M parts),
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and their interference. The interference term collects the different contributions, IBE, IBM
and EM. In the related K± → π±π0γ mode the interference consists only of the IBE term[1],
because the remaining interferences are P-violating, and cancel out upon angular integration.
In the K± → π±π0e+e−mode, the IBM term is a novel interference contribution. For this
reason the K± → π±π0e+e− decay offers interesting short and long-distance parity-violating
observables that can be studied in the 3D space that now includes the non-zero q2 = M2

ee

kinematic variable. There are only few theoretical publications related to the K± → π±π0e+e−

mode [2][3][4]. The authors of [2] were able to predict, on the basis of the NA48/2 measurement
of the magnetic and electric terms in the K± → π±π0γ decay mode [5], the branching ratio of
the single components. No experimental observation has so far been reported.

2. The NA48/2 experiment
The NA48/2 experiment at the CERN SPS was specifically designed for charge asymmetry
measurements in the K± → 3π decay modes [6]. Large sample of charged kaon (K±) decays
were collected during the 2003–2004 data taking period. The experiment beam line had been
designed to deliver simultaneous narrow momentum band K+ and K− beams originating from
primary 400 GeV/c protons extracted from the CERN SPS and impinging on a beryllium target.
Secondary beams with central momenta of 60 GeV/c and a momentum band of±3.8% (rms) were
selected and brought to a common beam axis. The beam kaons decayed in a fiducial decay volume
contained in a 114 m long cylindrical evacuated tank. The momenta of charged decay products
were measured in a magnetic spectrometer, housed in a tank filled with helium and placed
after the decay volume. The spectrometer was composed of four drift chambers (DCH) and a
dipole magnet providing in the horizontal plane a momentum kick ∆p = 120 MeV/c to charged
particles. The momentum resolution achieved was σp/p = (1.02 ⊕ 0.044 · p)% (p in GeV/c). A
hodoscope (HOD) consisting of two planes of plastic scintillators segmented into vertical and
horizontal strip-shaped counters followed the spectrometer. The HOD surface was logically
subdivided into 16 exclusive square regions producing fast signals used to trigger the detector
readout on charged track topologies. Further downstream was a liquid krypton electromagnetic
calorimeter (LKr), an almost homogeneous ionization chamber with an active volume of 7 m3

of liquid krypton, 27X0 deep, segmented transversally into 13248 projective ∼ 2×2 cm2 cells
and with no longitudinal segmentation. The energies of photons and electrons were measured
with a resoltion σE/E = (3.2/

√
E ⊕ 9.0/E ⊕ 0.42)% (E in GeV). An iron/scintillator hadronic

calorimeter and muon detectors were located further downstream. A dedicated two-level trigger
was used to collect three track decays with a very high efficiency. A detailed description of the
detector can be found in [7].

3. First observation of the K± → π±π0e+e− decay
The signal mode is selected simultaneously with the normalization mode (K± → π±π0D, π

0
D →

γe+e−) chosen to have a final state topology (π±γe+e−) differing from the signal (π±γγe+e−)
by only one photon while satisfying similar kinematic constraints on the reconstructed π0 and
kaon masses.

3.1. Candidate selections and background estimates
Both signal and normalization candidates are reconstructed from three charged tracks (two
same-sign tracks and one opposite-charge track) forming a common vertex in the fiducial decay
volume (the vertex charge is then qvtx = ±1). The tracks are required to be in time within 5 ns
of each other using the HOD time of the hit associated to the track and their impact point should
lie within the geometrical acceptance of the drift chambers (radial distance to the beam line
axis, monitored by fully reconstructed K± → π±π+π−(K3π) events, larger than 12 cm). The
track momenta are required to be in the range (2–60) GeV/c and any track-to-track distance at
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DCH1 should be larger than 2 cm to suppress photon conversions to an e+e− pair in the upstream
material. The first level trigger requires coincidences of hits in the two HOD planes in at least
two of the 16 square regions. To avoid inefficiencies of geometrical origin, configurations where
the three considered tracks, extrapolated to the HOD front face from positions and directions
in DCH4, have their impact points in a single quadrant are rejected. This affects 2.3% of the
signal simulated events and is negligible for the normalisation events while it restores high and
similar trigger efficiencies for both modes.

Isolated energy clusters without associated track in the LKr, in time within 5 ns with
the vertex time (mean of the three track times) are identified as the photon candidates.
The minimum photon energy required is 2 GeV. The photon four-momenta are reconstructed
assuming they originate from the 3-track vertex.

In the signal selection, the two-photon invariant mass is required to be within ±15 MeV/c2

from the nominal PDG[8] π0 mass. The reconstructed invariant mass of the π±π0e+e−system
is required to be within ± 45 MeV/c2 from the nominal PDG K± mass. In the normalization
selection, the same cuts applies to the invariant mass of the γe+e− system (π0D) and to the π±π0D
system, respectively. The chosen ranges are loose cuts with respect to the achieved resolution
for each of the reconstructed masses, minimize the dependence on possible resolution effects and
maximize both acceptances.

The total reconstructed momentum is required to be in the range (54–66) GeV/c, compatible
with the beam momentum and both transverse positions, of the 3-track vertex and of the
reconstructed kaon at the LKr front face (defined as the energy weighted sum of the non-
deviated tracks and photon(s) positions), to be consistent with the beam position as monitored
by K3π events.

Kinematic identification is used instead of standard electron-pion separation based on the
E/p ratio of the energy deposited in LKr and momentum measured in the spectrometer. This
choice reduces the impact of particle mis-identification and increases both acceptances. The
procedure assigns an electron mass to the single track with its charge opposite to qvtx. The
remaining electron-pion ambiguity for the two other same-sign tracks is then solved by testing
the two mass hypotheses against the full selection.

The last requirement relies on the strong correlation between the reconstructed π0 and kaon
masses. This correlation can be seen in Figure 1a (Figure 2a) for the normalization (signal)
mode, respectively. When selecting events within a band defined as |Mπ0−0.42 ·MK +73.2| < 6
MeV/c2 (masses in MeV/c2), more than 99% of the normalisation simulated events and 96.5%
of the signal simulated events are kept.

Two main sources of background are contributing to the signal final state: K± → π±π0π0D
(K3πD) when one of the photons is lost, and K± → π±π0D(γ) (K2πD), when an extra photon
combines with the Dalitz photon to mimic a π0 → γγ decay. An additional suppression of the
K3πD background events is obtained by requiring the squared invariant mass of the π+π0 system
to be greater than 0.12 GeV2/c4, exploiting the larger phase space available in the signal mode.
To reject further K2πD background contamination, each of the two possible invariant masses
Meeγ are required to be more than 7 MeV/c2 away from the nominal mass of the neutral pion.
The background processes contributing to the normalization mode are Kµ3D(K± → µ±νπ0D)
and Ke3D (K± → e±νπ0D) where the π0D is correctly reconstructed but the muon (electron) is
given a pion mass and therefore can sometimes satisfy all other selection criteria.

Samples of 16.8 × 106K2πD candidates and 5076 signal candidates have been selected from
a subset of a 1.7 × 1011 kaon decay exposure in 2003–2004. The background estimates from
simulation amount to (15182 ± 173) Kµ3D events and (10334 ± 140) Ke3D events in the
normalisation mode, corresponding to a total background contamination of 0.15%. In the signal
mode, the background estimates from simulation amount to (159 ± 8) events from K3πD and
(130±24) events from K2πD, adding up to a background contamination of 5.7%. Reconstructed
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π0D and π±π0D mass distributions are displayed in Figures 1b,c for the selected normalisation
candidates. Reconstructed γγ and π±π0e+e−masses are shown in Figures 2b,c for the signal
candidates. Expected background and normalization (signal) simulations, normalized to the
number of observed candidates, show a good agreement with the data distributions.
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Figure 1. Normalization candidates: (a) Reconstructed simulated signal events in the plane
(Mπ±π0D,Mπ0D). The vertical lines shows the Mπ±π0D selected range and the slanted band
corresponds to the kinematic constraint. (b) Reconstructed invariant mass Mπ0D distribution.
(c) Reconstructed invariant mass Mπ±π0D distribution. (d) Reconstructed e+e− invariant
mass distribution. The selection requires Me+e− > 10 MeV/c2 well above threshold where the
acceptance is steeply falling. In the invariant mass plots, full dots correspond to data candidates,
stacked histograms are, from bottom to top, the expectedKµ3D andKe3D backgrounds estimated
from simulation and normalization best simulation including radiative effects.
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Figure 2. Signal candidates: (a) Reconstructed simulated signal events in the plane
(Mππ0e+e− ,Mπ0). The vertical lines shows the Mπ±π0e+e− selected range and the slanted band
corresponds to the kinematic constraint. (b) Reconstructed Mπ0 invariant mass distribution.
(c) Reconstructed Mπ±π0e+e− invariant mass distribution. (d) Reconstructed e+e− invariant
mass distribution. Full dots correspond to data candidates, stacked histograms are, from bottom
to top, the expected K3πD and K2πD backgrounds estimated from simulation and signal IB
simulation.

3.2. Branching ratio measurement
The Branching Ratio of the K± → π±π0e+e−decay mode is obtained using the expression:

B(K± → π±π0e+e−) =
(NS −NBs)

(NN −NBn)

AN εN
ASεS

B(N) (1)

where NS,Bs,N,Bn are the number of signal (5076), background to signal (289 ± 25), K2πD

(16.8 × 106) and corresponding background (25517 ± 223) events. AS,N and εS,N are the
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acceptances and trigger efficiencies of the signal and normalization modes. The trigger efficiency
(εN ), is measured using control data samples. It is also evaluated on simulated samples and found
to be well reproduced (εN = 98.4%). Because of the very limited data statistics, simulated
signal samples are therefore used to evaluate the signal trigger efficiency (εS = 99.2%) . The
normalization mode branching ratio B(N) = (2.427±0.073)×10−3 is obtained from the PDG[8]
world average. The acceptances of the signal, the normalization and the background channels
are computed using a GEANT3-based [9] Monte Carlo (MC) simulation which includes full
detector geometry and material description, stray magnetic fields, accurate beam line geometry,
local detector imperfections and time variations of the above throughout the data taking period.
The acceptance AN (4.08%) is computed using the implementation of K± → π±π0 according
to [10] followed by π0D according to the most recent calculations [11], including the best current
implementation of radiative effects. The agreement between data and simulation can be seen
from the Me+e− distribution of Figure 1d. The MC simulations for the different ππ0e+e−

contributions IB, DE, and the electric interference IBE, have been generated separately according
to the theoretical description given in [2] neglecting the magnetic interference in the present
preliminary result. The signal acceptance AS (0.67%) has been obtained from a weighted average
of the single component acceptances, using as weights the relative contributions with respect to
IB computed in [2]:

AS =
AIB +ADE · wDE +AINT · wINT

1 + wDE + wINT
(2)

To take into account the E,M measurement uncertainties in [5], the weights entering the total
signal acceptance were varied accordingly resulting in a 0.25% relative change quoted as the
systematic uncertainty due to the acceptance modeling. As radiative corrections to the ππ0e+e−

mode are not considered in [2], the signal MC simulation included both the classical Coulomb
attraction/repulsion between charged particles and the real photon(s) emission as implemented
in the PHOTOS package. The preliminary result for the total branching ratio is obtained:

B(K± → π±π0e+e−) = (4.22± 0.06stat. ± 0.04syst. ± 0.13ext.)× 10−6 (3)

where systematic errors include uncertainties on acceptance, trigger efficiencies and radiative
corrections. The external error originating from the normalisation mode branching ratio
uncertainty is the dominant error in the present measurement obtained with an overall precision
of about 3%.

In summary, the first experimental measurement of the branching ratio B(K± → π±π0e+e−)
= (4.22 ± 0.15)×10−6 is in very good agreement with the theoretical predictions [2] of 4.19×10−6

without Isopsin breaking corrections and 4.10×10−6 including Isospin breaking corrections. The
NA48/2 data sample analyzed has no sensitivity to the DE and INT contributions to the Mee

spectrum within the current statistics (Figure 2d). It will be difficult to perform a full Dalitz
plot analysis without a proper description of the radiative effects, particularly relevant in a final
state with two electron/positron.
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